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The foundations of the whole theory of Dynamical Systems are based on
the fact that solutions depend on initial data in a continuous way in some
cases and in a differentiable way in other cases. Motivated by this, Conti
[12] raised the question of determining the smoothness of the dependence
of solutions to BVPs from boundary data. In my paper [20], it has been
shown that this dependence is continuous. The aim of the present paper is
to complete the solution of Conti’s problem by proving that this
dependence is continuously differentiable. The proof is based on the
implicit function theorem and applies to every BVP that can be defined
by linear or nonlinear mappings L (i.e., to the functional BVPs in the
terminology of PiccininiStampacchiaVidossich [18]):
x$= f (t, x), L(x)=r (Pr)
with L: C0([a, b], RN)  RN.
In recent years, some papers have been published on the same question,
cf. [19]. Papers [18] treat different types of multipoint BVPs on the
basis of ‘‘one theorem for each multipoint BVP’’. Here the treatment is
unified in a single statement showing that assumptions (iii) and (iv) of
Theorem 2.3 in Gaines [9] are unnecessary. In case of the initial value
problem, our argument breaks down into such a simple proof of the
Peano’s theorem on the differentiability of solutions with respect to initial
data that I am tempted to reissue a medieval tradition by gambling a bottle
of Picolit with the author of a simpler proof!
The differentiability theorem is applied to establish some results on the
existence and uniqueness of solutions to nonlinear BVPs where properties
of the variational equations are involved. Precisely, we consider strongly
nonlinear BVPs
x"+ f (t, x)=0, g(x(a))=A, h(x(b))=B
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and those multipoint BVPs admitting a point where all the derivatives up
to a fixed order p, are given.
For the history and recent contributions to the theory of functional
BVPs, we refer the reader to papers [13, 20, 21] and the references con-
tained therein.
1. DIFFERENTIABILITY
The differentiability conditions in the theorems below always refer to the
Frechet differentiability in the context of Banach spaces, cf. Schwartz [19].
We shall use freely the remark that x is a solution to (Pr) if and only if x
satisfies the fixed point equation
x(t)=x(a)+L(x)&r+|
t
a
f (s, x(s)) ds
as can easily be proved by a direct computation. The following theorem
includes the Peano’s theorem on the differentiability of solutions with
respect to initial data since the assumption on the variational equations is
automatically fulfilled in that case.
Theorem 1. Let f : [a, b]_RN  RN be continuous with fx existing
continuously and let L: C0([a, b], RN)  RN be continuously differentiable.
If r0 # RN and x0 is a solution to the functional BVP
x$= f (t, x), L(x)=r0
and the variational functional BVP
U$=

x
f (t, x0(t)) U, L$(x0) .U=0
has only the trivial solution, then there exits =>0 such that for each r in the
ball B(r0 , =) of RN there is a unique solution u( } , r) of the functional BVP
x$= f (t, x), L(x)=r (Pr)
and r [ u( } , r) is continuously differentiable. Moreover, u( } , r)r is a solu-
tion of the variational functional BVP
U$=

x
f (t, u(t, r)) U, L$(u( } , r)) .U=IRN
with IRN the identity mapping of RN.
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The proof is based on the implicit function theorem. This implies the
existence of neighbourhoods Ux0 /C
0 ([a, b], RN) and Vr0 /R
N of x0 and
r0 respectively, such that (Pr) is uniquely solvable in Ux0 for each r # Vr0 ,
cf. the statement of the implicit function theorem given by HirshSmale
[15, Appendix IV]. If we take x0 or r0 out of Ux0 or Vr0 , then neither the
solvability nor the uniqueness is guaranteed. This is one of the difficulties
in the proof of the theorems below for nonlinear BVPs.
Proof. To simplify notations, set C0=C 0([a, b], RN). Define T : C 0_
RN  C 0 by
T (x, r)(t)=x(t)&x(a)&L(x)+r&|
t
a
f (s, x(s)) ds
for x # C0 and r # RN. We have:
T(x, r)=0  x is a solution to (Pr).
An application of the mean value theorem guarantees that the partial
derivative Tx at (x, r) is the linear mapping C0  C0 defined by
v [ v&v(a)&L$(x) .v&|
.
a

x
f (s, x (s)) v (s) ds,
while Tr is IRN . Therefore Tx and Tr are continuous, T is of
class C1 and T(x0 , r0)x is the difference between the identity mapping
I : C0  C 0 and the mapping
F(v)(t)=v(a)+L$(x0) .v+|
t
a

x
f (s, x0(s)) v(s) ds.
Since L$(x0) is a bounded linear operator and since
v [ |
}
a

x
f (s, x0(s)) v(s) ds
sends bounded subsets of C0 into compact subsets by virtue of the Ascoli
theorem, F is a compact linear operator. Therefore Fredholm alternative
implies that the equation
(I&F )(v)=w
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is uniquely solvable in v for every w # C0 if and only if ker(I&F )=[0].
Now, v # ker(I&F ) if and only if
v(t)=v(a)+L$(x0) .v+|
t
a

x
f (s, x0(s)) v(s) ds ,
i.e. if and only if v is a solution to the functional BVP
U$=

x
f (t, x0(t)) U, L$(x0) .U=0 .
Consequently ker(I&F )=[0] by virtue of the assumptions of the theorem.
We conclude that T(x0 , r0)x is a continuous linear bijection, hence a
homeomorphism by virtue of the Banach open mapping theorem. Then all
the assumptions of the implicit function theorem are fulfilled (cf. Hirsch
Smale [15]) and consequently there exist neighbourhoods Ux0 and Vr0 of
x0 and r0 respectively, such that (Pr) has a unique solution u( } , r) in Ux0
for every r # Vr0 . Moreover, the mapping r [ u( } , r) is continuously
differentiable. Now we can differentiate the equation
u(t, r)=u(a, r)+L(u( } , r))&r+|
t
a
f (s, u(s, r)) ds
with respect to r and obtain the desired representation of r u as solution
of a BVP for the corresponding variational equation. K
Theorem 1 reflects the customary case. However, in some case it could
happen that f or L depends on some parameter, like e.g. a family of
nonlinear multipoint BVPs
g(x(t1), ..., x(tN))=0
with g: RN  RN given and +=(t1 , ..., tN) running in [a, b]N. It is clear
that obvious changes in the above argument prove the following theorem:
Theorem 2. Let X, Y be Banach spaces and U/X, V/Y open subsets.
Let
f : [a, b]_RN_U  RN and L: C0([a, b], RN)_V  RN
be continuously differentiable. If *0 # U, +0 # V r0 # RN and if x0 is a solution
to the functional BVP
x$= f (t, x, *0), L(x, +0)=r0
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and the variational problem
y$=

x
f (t, x0 , *0) y, L$(x0 , +0) .y=0
has only the trivial solution, then there exists =>0 such that for each
* # B(*0 , =), + # B(+0 , =) and r # B(r0 , =), there is a unique solution to
u( } , *, +, r) of
x$= f (t, x, *), L(x, +)=r
and (*, +, r) [ u( } , *, +, r) is continuously differentiable and its partial
derivatives can be obtained by differentiating
u(t, *, +, r)=u(a, *, +, r)+L(u( } , *, +, r))&r+|
t
a
f (s, u(s, *, +, r)) ds.
2. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS FOR SOME STRONGLY
NONLINEAR FUNCTIONAL BVPS
In this section the differentiability theorem is used to deduce existence of
solutions to (Pr). We prove a general theorem and a concrete application
to nonlinear two-point BVPs. A sufficient condition for the validity of (c)
in the theorem below is provided by statement (V) in the proof of Theorem
4, a special case of statement (i) on p. 899 of Vidossich [21].
Theorem 3. Let f : [a, b]_RN  RN be continuous with fx existing
continuously and let L: C([a, b], RN)  RN be continuously differentiable.
Assume that:
(a) all solutions to x$= f (t, x) exist in [a, b];
(b) the variational functional BVP
U$=

x
f (t, x(t)) U, L$(x) .U=0
has only the trivial solution whenever x is a solution to (Pr);
(c) the solutions U to the functional BVPs
U$=

x
f (t, x(t)) U, L$(x) .U=IRN
are uniformily bounded with respect to r # RN and the solutions x to (Pr).
Then (Pr) has a unique solution for every r # RN.
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Proof. For every u # RN, let .( } , u) be the unique solution to the initial
value problem
x$= f (t, x), x(a)=u
existing on [a, b] by virtue of (a). Define T : RN  RN by
T(u)=L(.( } , u)).
T is continuously differentiable because it is a composition of C1-mappings.
We plan to show that T fulfils the hypotheses of Hadamard’s theorem, cf.
Schwartz [19, Theorem 1.22]: T $(u) is invertible for every u and the norm
of the inverse is uniformly bounded,
&T $(u)&1&const. (u # RN).
Then T will turn out to be a bijection, and our theorem proved. By a
theorem of Peano, .( } , u)u is the solution of the variational Cauchy
problem
V$=

x
f (t, .(t, u)) V, V(a)=IRN .
Therefore T $(u) is the composition of V and L$(.( } , u)), and we have
v # ker T $(u)  [L$(.( } , u)) .V](v)=0.
Here the equation at the right hand side means that v is the initial value
of the solution to the functional BVP
U$=

x
f (t, . (t, u)) U, L$(. ( } , u) .U=0
and consequently v=0 by (b). We conclude that T $(u) is invertible. To find
an a priori bound for &T $(u)&1&, note that T is invertible around any u0
and r0=L(.( } , u0)) by virtue of the local inversion theorem. Then from
differential calculus we have
T $(u0)&1=
d
dr} r=r0 T
&1(r0).
Now, T&1(r)=ur means that ur is the initial value of the unique solution
x( } , r) to (Pr), i.e. T&1(r)=x(a, r). Therefore
d
dr} r=r0 T
&1(r0)=

r
x(a, r0).
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Theorem 1 says that x(a, r0)r is the value at a of the only solution to
U$=

x
f (t, x(t, r0)) U, L$(x( } , r0)) .U=IRN .
Applying (c) we get that
K&U(a)&=" r x(a, r)"=&T $(u0)&1&.
We conclude that Hadamard’s theorem is applicable and that T is a
bijection. K
A concrete example of application is furnished by the following theorem,
which extends to strongly nonlinear BVPs the HammersteinDolph
theorem on non-resonant problems.
Theorem 4. Let f : [a, b]_R  R and g, h: R  R be continuously
differentiable with
+

x
f&,
| g$|, |h$|#>0
where +, & and # are constants with + and & such that
n2?2
(b&a)2
 [+, &] for all n1.
Then the nonlinear functional BVP
x"+ f (t, x)=0, g(x(a))=A, h(x(b))=B
has a unique solution for every A, B # R.
Proof. We plan to apply Theorem 3 to the first-order system z$=F(t, z)
in R2 equivalent to x"+ f (t, x)=0 with L : C0([a, b], R2)  R2 defined by
L(z)=(g(z1(a)), h(z1(b))).
We need only to verify conditions (b) and (c) of Theorem 3 since (a)
follows from the uniform boundedness of fx. In order to find the rela-
tionship between the given BVP and those in (b) and (c) of Theorem 3, we
compute the Jacobian matrix U(t) of z(t) with respect to r=(A, B) and the
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Jacobian matrix Fz of F(t, z) with respect to z. In view of z=(x, x$) and
F(t, z)=(z2 , &f (t, z1)), we have
U(t)=\

A
x

A
x$

B
x

B
x$+ , Fz(t, z)=\
0
&

x
f (t, z1)
1
0+
Consequently, for every solution x to the given BVP, the equation
U$=FzU in (b) and (c) of Theorem 3 is
\

A
x$

A
x"

B
x$

B
x"+=\

A
x$
&

x
f \t, x(t) A+

B
x$
&

x
f (t, x(t))

B
x+
while the boundary condition is
\
(g$(x(a))

A
x(a)
h$(x(b))

A
x(b)
g$(x(a))

B
x(a)
h$(x(b))

B
x(b)+ = {\
0
0
0
0+ in case (b)
\10
0
1+ in case (c).
Setting alternatively y=xA and y=xB, we see that (b) of Theorem
3 means that the BVP
y"+

x
f (t, x(t)) y=0, y(a)=0= y (b)
has only the trivial solution. Now, this is true by virtue of the
HammmersteinDolph theorem on non-resonant BVPs since [+, &] con-
tains no eigenvalue of
u"+*u=0, u(a)=0=u(b)
(cf. Amann [11] for a general version of HammmersteinDolph theorem).
Therefore (b) of Theorem 3 holds. Concerning (c) of Theorem 3, setting
y=xA and w=xB, we are led to consider the BVPs
y"+

x
f (t, x(t)) y=0, y(a)=
1
g$(x(a))
, y(b)=0
w"+

x
f (t, x(t)) w=0, w(a)=0, w(b)=
1
h$(x(b))
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and we need to show that their solutions are uniformly bounded with
respect to x. This is a direct consequence of the following statement
(V) Given a bounded set E/RN, a weakly sequentially compact subset
X/L1([a, b], RN_N) and a linear operator L: C([a, b], RN)  RN, if
x$=A(t) x, L(x)=0
has only the trivial solution for every A # X, then there exists an a priori
bound for the solutions of
x$=A(t) x, L(x)=r (A # X, r # E).
which is a special case of the claim (i) proved at p. 899 of [21] (we point
out that the ‘‘weak compactness in L1’’ of [21] must always be red ‘‘weak
sequential compactness in L1’’). In fact, 1g$ and 1h$ being bounded by
assumptions, to apply (V) we have simply to consider the equivalent for-
mulation of the above BVP as a functional BVP in R2 and notice that a
uniformly bounded, closed set of matrices is weakly sequentially compact
in L1. K
3. UNIQUENESS FOR SOME MULTIPOINT BVPS
In this section we use the differentiability theorem to state uniqueness for
a general class of multipoint BVPs that includes the focal and the discon-
jugate BVPs (in the terminology of Agarwal [9]), hence also the Picard
and the Nicoletti BVPs. The type of BVPs we consider will be called multi-
point BVPs with a leading point of order p, according to the following
definition.
We say that a multipoint BVP for the equation
x(N)= f (t, x, ..., x(N&1)) (E)
has a leading point t0 of order p if the BVP has the form
x(i)(t0)=a0i for i=0, ..., p
x(i)(t j)= aji for i # Ij
where t0 , ..., tk # [a, b], aji # R and I1 , ..., Ik [0, ..., N&1] are given with
the condition
N=1+ p+card (I1 _ } } } _ Ik)
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where card (A) is the number of elements of A. Note that it is not assumed
t0<ti for i>0.
Theorem 5. Let p0 # [0, ..., N&1]. Assume that f : [a, b]_RN  R is
continuous, that all partial derivatives xi f exist, are continuous and that:
(i) for all ac<db, every sequence of solutions to (E) that is
uniformly bounded on [c, d] has a subsequence that converges in the
CN&1-norm to a solution to (E);
(ii) for every p0pN&1 and every solution x of any multipoint
BVP for (E) with a leading point of order p, all multipoint BVPs for
z(N)= :
N&1
i=1

x i
f (t, x(t), ..., x (N&1)(t)) z(i)
with a leading point of order p and vanishing data, have only the trivial
solution.
Then for every p0pN&1, all multipoint BVPs for (E) with a leading
point of order p has at most one sulution.
This is a result of the kind ‘‘local uniqueness implies global uniqueness’’,
a fact that does not hold in general as the Jacobian Conjecture shows.
Similar results appear in Henderson [4] and Agarwal [10]. There is a
hierarchy on uniqueness for multipoint BVPs for linear equations (e.g., a
theorem of Arama asserts that if all Picard BVPs have a unique solution
for a given linear equation, then every multipoint BVPs for the same
equation has a unique solution), cf. Argarwal [10].
The compactness condition (i) has been introduced by Hartman [11]
and has been intensively used by Jackson and his scholars in the study of
‘‘uniqueness implies existence’’ for nonlinear multipoint BVPs, cf. Jackson
[16] and Agarwal [10]. Condition (i) is always fulfilled for x(N)= f (t, x)
as it follows by a repeated use of the mean value theorem and by successive
integrations.
Proof of Theorem 5. We proceed by induction on p going from N&1
to p0 (a change of variable in the induction process!). When p=N&1 there
is nothing to prove since a multipoint BVP with a leading point of order
N&1 is in fact a Cauchy problem. So assume the conclusion of the
theorem true up to p, and let us show that it does hold also for p&1. Fix
a multipoint BVP for (E) with a leading point t0 of order p&1:
x(i)(t0)=a0i for i=0, ..., p&1
(1)
x(i)(t j)= aji for i # Ij
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where t0 , ..., tk # [a, b], aji # R and I1 , ..., Ik [0, ..., N&1] are given with
the condition N=1+ p+card(I1 _ } } } _ Ik). Assume that it has two dif-
ferent solutions x1 , x2 and argue to a contradiction. Set i1=max I1 and let
S be the set of all s # R for which the multipoint BVP for (E) with a leading
point of order p
x( p)(t0)=s
x(i)(t0)=a0i for i=0, ..., p&1
x(i)(t1)=a1i for i # I1"[i1]
x(i)(t j)= aji for i # Ij , 2 jk
has a solution. For every s # S, the solution is unique by the inductive
hypotheses and we shall denote it by u( } , s). Now we prove the following
claim:
(C) S is an interval of R.
If (C) fails, then there is s$ # S such that s$>x ( p)1 (t0) and [x
( p)
1 (t0), s$]/% S
or, alternatively, there is s"<x ( p)1 (t0) such that [s", x
( p)
1 (t0)]/% S. We
consider the first case only, the other being treated similarly. Since s$ # S,
u( } , s$) is defined and by continuity we have
u( p)( } , s$)>x ( p)1 on [t0 , t0+$]
for a suitable $>0. Define
_=sup [sx ( p)1 (t0) : [x
( p)
1 , s]/S]
so that _s$ and there are _n # S such that _n A _ . By Corollary 2 of
Vidossich [20] (we note that the uniqueness condition in (d ) of Theorem
1 of [20] can be refered only to a neighbourhood of r0), S is an open set
so _  S. The sequence u( p)( } , _n), n1, cannot be uniformly bounded
on [t0 , t0+$], otherwise, successive integrations would show that u( } , _n),
n1, is uniformly bounded on [t0 , t0+$] and then (i) would provide a
subsequence that CN&1-converges to a solution, so that _ # S, a
contradiction. The fact that u( p)( } , _n), n1, is not uniformly bounded on
[t0 , t0+$] implies the existence of n0 such that for every nn0 , u( p)( } , _n)
intersects x ( p)1 or u
( p)( } , s$) at some point of [t0 , t0+$]. Let {n be the least
of these points. Then there is a sequence (nl) l such that u( p)({nl , _nl)=
x( p)1 ({nl) for all l1, or u
( p)({nl , _nl)=u
( p)({nl , s$) for all l1. Assume the
later case. We have liml{nl=t0 , otherwise a subsequence of u
( p)( } , _nl)
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would be uniformly bounded on a compact subinterval of [t0 , t0+$] and
we would reach a contradiction by applying (i) as above. Therefore we have
lim
l
u(i)({nl , _nl)=u
(i)(t0 , s$) for i=0, ..., p
lim
l
u(i)(t1 , _nl)=u
(i)(t1 , s$) for i # I1"[i1]
lim
l
u(i)(tj , _nl)=u
(i)(t j , s$) for i # Ij , 2 jk.
We are in a position to apply again the continuous dependence of
Vidossich [17], obtaining
lim
l
u(i)( } , _nl)=u
(i)( } , s$)
uniformly, hence u( p)(t0 , s$)=_ , contradicting _  S. We conclude that
(V) holds.
Let s1 , s2 # S be such that x1=u( } , s1) and x2=u( } , s2). Since x1 {x2 ,
we have s1 {s2 . Interchanging indexes if necessary, we assume s1<s2 .
Since [s1 , s2]/S by (V), we can apply the mean value theorem to
.(s)=u(i1)(t1 , s), obtaining
0=x(i1)1 (t1)&x
(i1)
2 (t1)
=u(i1)(t1 , s1)&u(i1)(t1 , s2)
=(s1&s2) .

s
u(i1)(t1 , s )
for a suitable s1<s <s2 . Then

s
u (i1)(t1 , s )=0. (2)
But by Theorem 1, s u( } , s ) is the solution to the multipoint BVP with
a leading point of order p:
z(N)= :
N&1
h=1

xh
f (t, u(t, s ), ..., u(N&1)(t, s) z(h) (3)
z( p)(t0)=1
z(i)(t0)=0 for i=0, ..., p&1
z(i)(t1)=0 for i # I1"[i1]
z(i)(tj)=0 for i # Ij , 2 jk.
By (2), z satisfies the following multipoint BVP for (3) with a leading point
of order p&1:
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z(i)(t0)=0 for i=0, ..., p&1
z(i)(t j)=0 for i # Ij , 2 jk.
Therefore z#0 by (ii), contradicting z( p)(t0)=1. We conclude that (1)
cannot have two different solutions x1 and x2 . K
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